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Abstract
Collecting, sorting, recycling, and selling materials that someone else no
longer wants help millions of people living around the world. We could
consider that they're helping to extract recyclable materials and re-usable
objects from among the urban solid waste, reduce huge amounts of wasted
resources go to landfill center which reduce the pollution as well.
In Barcelona, thousands of informal trash pickers work in the streets,
scavenging for materials and objects in the trash container without any proper
personal protection, they are working under an unstable and unhealthy
environment where full of fungus, bacteria, parasites, and viruses that could
cause a large number of diseases and pollution. In addition, under the covid
pandemic, the working environment is no longer safe, not only for waste
pickers but also for all of the citizens.
On the other hand, " consume-use-abandon" linear economy mindset for
the citizens make huge pollution and greenhouse gas, the resources and the
materials have been left without reaching end of the life cycle, " produce-selllandfill " process causes energy waste and material waste.
The project aims to facilitate the recycling process of household waste
under a sanitary environment and improve informal trash pickers working
environment, as well as help them blend into society. Complete the
shortcomings of the existing linear economy process, provide a service to
achieve a circular economy and sustainable future.
Keywords:
Circular economy, Reverse logistics, Sustainability, Human rights,
Environment protection, Informal workers
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1.Introduction
1.1 Problem statement

In Barcelona, we could see informal trash pickers everywhere around the city, they seek
out valuable materials from trash containers with a shopping trolley, they have the name "
chatarrero" in Spanish.
On the other hand, residents abandon their domestic waste such as old furniture, decoration
materials, electronics, etc. in the street or in the general trash container where it's not an
appropriate place for those materials due to people not recycling “out of fear of being
wrong". Most of the materials end up in incineration and landfill which causes a huge waste of
resources.
The poor working conditions of informal trash pickers in Barcelona directly affect the level of
efficiency of the waste collection system and keep them in a vulnerable situation. By observing
and talking with them to find out that they face some difficulties: They make some profits from
household waste while they work in unhealthy and unsafe conditions in the city, where they do
not have rights and also are being neglected by the government and society.[1]

1.2 Relevance

The role of informal trash pickers is not contestable since they are profitable and useful
for both government and society: For the government, Informal trash pickers reduce the
workload for municipal trash organizations through sorting valuable materials from a large
number of household waste. For society, Informal trash pickers deliver the valuable material
to the warehouses to extend the lifecycle of materials which helps the circular economy and
environmental sustainability. Based on observations in Barcelona the local government does not
have the capability, capacity nor intention to help them, as there are no consistent measures to
address their situation.[2]
It is nesessary to emphasize that it's a good opportunity to combine domestic users and
informal trash pickers to solve the problem described before, as a means to increase the
efficiency of recycling of household waste in the city, creating a circular economy system.
Saving resources that are currently not properly sorted before being thrown away, and at the
same time to help the informal trash pickers of Barcelona who fill this gap in the process, to
work in safer and more humane conditions.

1.3 Hypothesis of solution

The project aims to deliver a solution for achieving circular economy by connecting the three
main parts of the loop, the domestic users generating waste, informal trash pickers collecting
waste, and The Mall recycling waste.
This paper has contributed in two aspects, first, achieve effective recycling based on Machine
learning to sort and measure the valuable materials, reduce resource waste by reusing and
redesigning valuable materials, develop a sustainable and circular waste system. Second,
leverage the Informal trash pickers to be part of the process due to their critical role which will
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help increasing their productivity and providing them social integration opportunities.
The solution has 3 main components: Applications for Domestic users and Informal trash
pickers, Intelligent container and The Mall. The three components form a closed loop of a
circular economy service, the main goal is to reduce resource waste, extend the life cycle of
materials and reduce the environmental impact caused by the current linear economy system.
1.3.1 Intelligent container
A container could facilitate the process for domestic users to leave domestic waste hygienically,
and also could facilitate the process for informal trash pickers to collect materials, domestic
users to exchange materials as well. Intelligent container will help categorizing the materials
through leveraging innovative technology and machine learning techniques, reducing the time
and effort consumed in manual sorting, in addition to providing visibility to what's in the
container.
1.3.2 An app connecting domestic users and informal trash pickers
Domestic users leave the waste in the container by scanning the QR code in the App to register
the process and gain profit from it. Also domestic users could purchase from the repair stores
through the App.
Domestic users publish household waste information that is big or difficult to carry to the
material container, trash pickers will choose the one that's nearby to pick up, achieving doorto-door recycling.
1.3.3 The Mall
A multifunctional commercial complex providing different services to achieve circular economy,
domestic users and trash pickers could sell their valuable domestic materials, and also could
buy products that have been repaired, redesigned and renewed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes background of the current waste
managment situation. Section 3 and 4 highlight the concepts of reverse logistics, circular
economy and how to be applied in the project. Section 5 demonstrates studies conducted.
Finally, section 6 presents the adapted proposal.

2. Background
2.1 Urgency of the situation for Informal trash pickers

Medical waste such as contaminated masks, gloves, used or expired medicines, and other items
can easily become mixed with domestic garbage[3], the working environment of Informal trash
pickers could become secondary impacts on health and environment. Since the Coronavirus
could spread through the air and persist in cardboard, plastic, and metals for hours to days as
shown in Fig. 1 (Kampf et al., 2020; Doremalen et al., 2020), the situation may become even
more critical when waste pickers are not equipped with proper personal protective equipment
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(PPE).
Informal waste pickers are working
as "Treasure hunters of the city"
extracting recyclable materials and
reusable objects from among the
urban solid waste, unforturently,
treasure hunters are not considered
added value for the city, they're not
even legal in the city. They work in
unhygienic surroundings without
health-care insurance and unstable
income which make their lives more
complicated.

Fig.1: Different types of waste and persistence of coronavirus on its
surface and illustration of the SARS-CoV-2

2.2 Current economy system cause a big environment problem

Current economy system refers "consuming-using-abandoning" linear model mindset that
caused enormous materials and sources waste before reaching end of the life cycle, linear
economy includes an intensive use and dependence of natural resources that puts a high level
of pressure on the environment. This linear model entails a significant impact on resources
and ecosystems, high levels of waste and emission of greenhouse gases that aggravate climate
change, pollution of soils and water masse…. These issues involve an additional dimension
when referring to non-renewable or scarce resources, or key inputs to produce certain goods
and equipment. Additionally, the impacts of the linear model made that social development
overly depends on energy and resources with intensive production and rotation rates in which
products do not reach the end of their useful lives.[4]

2.3 Economic Crisis

Spain was suffering a historical economic
contraction of 11% in 2020, amid the
world's largest recession since the Great
Depression due to the crisis unleashed by
the coronavirus[5], according to Caixa bank
consumption indicator (Fig.2), compared
with 2019, the consumption fell sharply
in 2020. There are various methods to
help improve the economy, most of the
companies had designed new or improved
existing services to reach customers
inside their homes, as a result, after April
2020, the consumption has increased
significantly, but it was not enough to
make up for the damage.

2.4 Health & Environment
Fig.2: Caixabank consumption indicator
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Due to many small and large
organizations showed resilience
in adapting to the "new normal",
more and more packaging wastes
were abandoned. Between the
middle of March and the middle
of April, at the height of the
pandemic in Spain, waste from
COVID-19 rose to 1,200 tons
in the region, according to the
Catalan Waste Agency (ACR),
for a month, half of this type of
waste has been treated, which
is usually generated in a whole
year [6].
Fig.3: evolution of collected quantities
In Spain, "Waste management
(source: ARC, 16/04/2020)
was already an important
pending matter, with the impact
of Covid, the overall collection quantities declined. The most significant decreases concern
paper and cardboard and glass (Fig.3)[7], but the total amount of trash people discarded has
not decreased, more and more materials are waiting to be incinerated and landfilled, a massive
amount of incineration is charged with negative impacts on both the environment and human
health due to gaseous pollutants emission generated by the combustion process.
Europe implemented an action program to limit incineration to non-recyclable materials and
progressively reduce what is dumped into landfills to reduce CO2 emissions that aggravate
climate change, The quality of the environment is one of the main factors among the others (e.g.
lifestyle, happiness, education level, economic and social conditions) able to impact the health
of individuals. Most detected health outcomes in the populations exposed to emissions from
incinerators include birth defects, congenital malformations, overall and site-specific tumors,
non-cancer diseases, mortality, and hospital admission[8].
Not only harmful for the environment and human health, incineration and landfill also cost
a huge amount of resource waste, electricity, diesel, water, activated carbon, etc. The future
scenario requires a sustainable process to ensure after hundred years, offspring still have air to
breathe and resources to use.

3. Reverse logistics
3.1 Why actualize reverse logistics service

The main goal of reverse logistics is to recover the value of assets to increase revenue and
reduce expenditure. Reverse logistics service refers to the service used to manage the“reverse”
transportation from the end-user to the manufacturer, and even return to the raw material
through recycling, including the value of recycled products and parts, and repairing of the
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materials returned by the end-user.
The main reason for implementing reverse logistics is the pursuit of profit, this profit comes
from the reduction of using of raw materials or elements in production, the value has been
restored from product, the cost savings of scrap disposal, and the increasing of customer
satisfaction and the establishment of a green image, etc. Table 1 summarizes several types of
frequently recycled or returned products, and outlines their incentives and treatment methods.

Motivator

Recovery
method

Typical
products

Economy,
Legal regulations

Recycle, Reclaim
Reuse
Remanufacturing

Metal,
Medicine,
etc.

Economy,
Legal regulations，
Corporate responsibility

Recycling,
Repair,
Resale,
Remanufacturing

Return after distribution:
· Used distribution items

Economy,
Legal regulations

Reuse
Recycle

Consumer b2c business returns:
· Return of unsatisfied new products

Economy,
Social pressure

Resale
Reclaim

Monitor,
Consumables
goods,
Industrial
Products, etc.
Tray,
Crate,
Utensils,
Package,etc.
Consumables
goods,
Texitle,etc.

Consumer service returns:
· Update or repair requirements

Economy,
Corporate responsibility

Repair
Renew

Machine,
Circuit board

Economy,
Social responsibility

Remanufacturing
Recycle
Reclaim

Electrical,
Battery
Carpet, etc.

Reverse logistics classification
Return in production:
· Raw material surplus
· Waste, by-products
· Unqualified product

Return in distribution:

· Safety or quality problem recovery
· Expired and obsolete inventory adjustment
· B2B business return(Unsold, misissued, damaged)

Return after use
· Termination of use
· End life cycle

etc.

Table.1: Reverse logistics classification
Reverse logistics services are services that enable the return of used products and materials for
recovery, reuse, repair, remanufacturing, and/or recycling, extend the life cycle of materials,
and reduce the incineration and landfill process. Every day, tons of materials are discarded,
mainly ending up in landfills and incineration, but most of them are not near the end of their
working life, there is no law holding manufacturers responsible for their end-of-life products.

3.2 Why actualize reverse logistics service with informal trash pickers

During the pandemic of Covid-19, the amount of household waste has increased significantly,
a study from ACR+ shows that, during Covid, the service of Civic amenity sites was severely
disrupted, and on-demand collection service was interrupted, and the case of fly-tipping [9]
is increased(Fig.4), because of lacking human resources to sort the type of waste, much of
household wastes were abandoned in the landfill.
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Informal trash pickers are
the "treasure hunters" in
the city, they could find
the valuable materials
among the huge amount of
household waste, they're
hard-working, come rain
or shine, they're helping
to recycle, sort, evaluate
the materials that residents
littered, who understand well
about the value of materials,
is them!

Fig.4: Disruption of CAS and on-demand collection
services and evolution of fly-tipping( R8&R9 are Spain)

3.3 How to apply reverse logistics service in LOOPLOOP

The system is mainly participated into three parts, Domestic users, Trash pickers and The mall.
Domestic users are the generators of household waste, the end of forward logistics and the
starting point of reverse logistics; The mall is the platform for the development of household
waste's reverse logistics and provide renovate products for the development of circular economy;
Trash pickers acts as a medium to return household waste to The mall for reproduction. Before
the materials reach end of the life span, they could have another life ( Fig.5 ).

Fig.5: Reverse logistics process
3.3.1 Repair
Some household waste could be repaired, such as furniture, electronics, textiles, etc. It just
needs some repairing knowledge to make it functional again.
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Some benefits come with this "fix-it-first" mentality: Learning more about how things work,
gaining a sense of accomplishment, bonding over the task with children and family members.
For one, there are just some things that can't be truly replaced. Secondly, repairing helps the
environment.
3.3.2 Redesign
The old household waste could be redesigned before abandon, maybe they were broken, or
partially still work well, just need some tweaks to redesign them and could be transformed into
a new product, such as old furniture, old textiles, broken glass, broken electronics, etc.
People have forgotten how to fix things but now the idea of DIY is making a comeback, people
often go beyond traditional repair work and turn it into a recycling project. For example,
you can redecorate a chair with broken cushions with new materials, or you can sew on cute
patches to make the chair look new. Dolls can be stuffed with patches, buttons, and other life
stickers. You can also update the clothes by modifying some details or seams. This adds to their
combination of fashion and functionality and even makes them unique.
3.3.3 Reuse
Some objects could be reused over and over again for other purposes directly without any
modification, just need refurbishing them, for example, Glass Jars, Plastic Soda Bottles,
Newspapers, Magazines, etc. We can always do more to consume less. Plastic soda bottles
could be plant containers easily, Glass jars could be reused as a jewelry containers, etc.

3.4 Reverse logistics provide profit

A strong reverse logistics program is a key factor in customer satisfaction, from a marketing
perspective, customer satisfaction will trigger a series of marketing effects, including facilitating
customers' repurchase intentions, forming customer loyalty, increasing the market share of
products, and ultimately enhancing the profitability of the company leading to higher market
share and better retention levels.

1) Reduce raw material costs became a new source of profit for manufacturing
companies

Nowadays, when it is increasingly difficult to obtain resources, manufacturing companies can
effectively reduce the cost of raw materials by using second-hand or renewable resources and
maintain a fixed supply of raw materials. Manufacturing companies can form a circular supply
of certain types of raw materials by implementing reverse logistics. Through the recycling
and processing of waste products, the dependence on raw materials can be reduced and the
company's income can be increased.

2)Improve customer satisfaction and enhance company competitiveness

In today's market economy, customer satisfaction is the key to determine whether enterprises
can survive and develop smoothly, customer trust is the key to enhance the competitiveness of
enterprises, for consumers at the end of the supply chain, reverse logistics effectively eliminate
the customer's worries, increase the degree of consumer trust in enterprises, consolidate the
competitive advantage of enterprises.
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3)Green environmental protection, to shape a good corporate image

Manufacturing products are enriching people's lives, at the same time produced a large number
of household waste and residues which is a serious threat to the living environment, consumers
expectations of the quality of life environment are getting higher and higher. In addition, due
to the scarcity of non-renewable resources and the increasing environmental pollution, the
production behavior of manufacturing industry has a certain constraint.

3.5 Study cases

3.5.1 Nespresso and InterfaceFLOR
In 1976, Nestlé designed an innovative coffee Nespresso which is based on capsules, a new,
convenient way to make coffee at home. But How about used capsules, Nespresso forgot to
think about the impact on the environment, With the increasing popularity of capsule coffee, 14
billion Nespresso capsules are sold every year. Since 2010, Nespresso has been making capsule
recycling which customers have to return to Nespresso to be processed in Nestlé recycling
factory, in some countries, Nestlé also provides a recycling service at customer's homes.
3.5.2 Tesiro diamond old to new service
Tesiro diamond has a special old-to-new service where customers could use old Tesiro
diamond to buy a bigger diamond. The premise is that the new one has to be double the old
price, but Tesiro won't charge any depreciation to the customers, which means if you have a
2000 euros diamond, 2 years later, you can exchange to a new 4000 euros diamond, but the old
one will still be valuated at the original price, so you can only cost the 2000 euros difference.
This helped Tesiro develop customer relationship and loyality as the customers won't need to
worry anymore about the depreciation value of their original ones as long as they maintain the
business relationship with the supplier, from a consumer point of view it's like upgrading and
buying a bigger diamond in installments.

4. Circular economy
4.1 Why apply circular economy

The interaction between industry and the natural environment is strong. Climate change and
other environmental impacts related to industrial manufacturing have been discussed and
agreed upon very widely during recent decades, which has increased pressure on industrial
businesses[10]. In December 2015, 195 countries and the European Union reached a global
climate deal, agreeing to a long-term goal of limiting the increase in global average temperature
to below 2℃ , which means that countries need to scale up their efforts and actions to reduce
emissions[11], this will affect all the industries within different sectors. In addition to the
environmental considerations, the companies also face another challenge, since resources are
becoming scarcer and the competition for their acquisition harder[10]. That challenge will force
companies to change their working method to adapt to the requirement of green growth and a
resource-efficient economy.
Currently, only about 14% of plastic packaging is collected for recycling, and only 2% of
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recycled plastic can reach similar quality. After a short first-use cycle, 95% of plastic packaging
materials have lost economic value (approximately US$80-120 billion per year) because they are
discarded[12]. Replacing only 20% of disposable plastic packaging with reusable alternatives can
provide investment opportunities worth at least US$10 billion[13].
Every year, more than 500 billion dollars are lost due to unused and unrecycled clothes around
the world. Pollution is also a serious problem facing the textile industry right now. In 2015, the
total greenhouse gas emissions caused by the textile industry's production reached 1.2 billion
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent, which exceeded the combined emissions of all international
flights and shipping. Besides, it is estimated that every year about 500,000 tons of plastic
microfibers fall off during the process of washing polyester, nylon, acrylic, and other plastics to
make textiles and eventually flow into the ocean[14].
Spain is no exception to these dynamics. This country is estimated to require more than two
times and a half its surface to fulfill the needs of its economy. Besides the environmental
impact that this entails, data show that this model is inefficient and aggravates Spain's
dependence on other countries, making our economy more vulnerable and less competitive. [4]
Linear economy not only affects the world economy but also affects the environment,
environmental issues have a direct influence on human health. Although the transition from a
linear economy model to a circular economy model faces numerous challenges, more and more
innovators in the market have used new technologies, new products, and new business models
to face these challenges.
Maximizing the use of resources and minimizing waste emissions, while integrating economic
systems harmoniously into ecosystems, and achieving a sustainable economy is the ultimate
goal of a circular economy.

4.2 The inner link between reverse logistics and circular economy

The circular economy needs reverse logistics as the support of the cycle, the development of
circular economy will promote the development of reverse logistics, the two are closely linked
and promote each other.
Due to the fact that reverse logistics is the basis of circular economy, the closed loop of circular
economy is built only by an unobstructed reverse logistics system to achieve efficient and lowcost materials recycling, circular economy rely on reverse logistics to be realized, in other words,
the development of circular economy will generate motivation for development of reverse
logistics.

4.3 How to apply circular economy

Circular economy aims at the efficient use and recycling of resources, eliminate waste from
the source and form a "closed loop" that allows materials to flow through the system. This
production and consumption model promotes the reusing, repairing and recycling of materials
and products. The "3R" principles—reduce, reuse, and recycle materials and energy—describe
different possibilities to practice circular economy[15].
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The circulation of products and raw materials can be promoted in the following ways[16]:
1. Maintain: Build products to last longer without repairs and offer maintenance services to
prolong product life cycles, enabling longer use by the same owner. Conception, design, and
manufacturing of a product that is easier to repair, with a longer useful life, at the end of its
useful life, creates less waste or even recyclable[15]
2. Reuse/redistribute: Reuse the product for the same purpose on the resale markets. Using
secondary raw materials allows to make a more sustainable use of natural resources, as well as
enabling consumers to trust more conscious consumption models.
3. Remanufacture: Plan the product life cycle as several life cycles and resell the product after
through remanufacture.
4. Recycle: Recycle product materials for reuse and design products so that their materials are
easy to sort. For biological materials, it would also be important to consider how to ensure the
safe and sustainable return of nutrients to the nutrient cycle following their optimal use.
5. Cascade: Make use of a material or parts of it in another value chain, when it can no longer
be used in the original sector.

4.4 How to apply circular economy in LOOP LOOP

Manufacturing products and packaging materials are required to be reused in their initial
form, and producers should design products and their packaging as daily necessities, reused
like cutlery and backpacks, while avoiding overpacking, thereby reducing waste emissions and
pollution control costs. Another point is, according to Recycling principle, it is required that
the produced items can be turned into usable resources instead of unrecoverable garbage after
completing their life cycle.
According to estimates, the benefits of the circular economy model include:
Emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the air are expected to be reduced by 250-350 million
metric tons[23] which will help to reduce the Greenhouse effect. Residential waste can recycle up
to 80 million tons of materials, four times the current recycling volume[17], LOOP LOOP is the
service to recycle residential waste, reduce resource waste and incineration, reduce the damage
of human activities to the earth's environment.
4.4.1 Redefine trash
Maybe the first thing that comes to mind when reading the title "Redefine trash" is that it's a
different way of naming recycling or just another cliche with the same meaning. Redefining
waste goes beyond traditional recycling, where recycling aims to transform the product to raw
materials which of course involves consuming a significant amount of energy. On the other
hand, Redefining waste aims to reuse all or parts of the original product creatively to generate
a new product with similar functionality or even completely different. So in some cases it
could be reusing and in others could be redesigning, the key here is innovation and creativity,
common objective is extending the life cycle of the material and saving energy.
The label trash may be no longer exist, the "trash" you abandon today, may appear in the
market becoming an art tomorrow. LOOP LOOP will give your "trash" second life, in LOOP
LOOP there are no trash only valuable materials.
4.4.2 Maintain the value
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Once LOOP LOOP receives the material, will find a way to repair, refurbish and redesign it
which creates the new value cycle, after that the new product will exhibit in LOOP LOOP mall
to reuse which maintains the value. LOOP LOOP will reuse the materials till end of the life
cycle.
4.4.3 Government surpporting
The Spanish Strategy for the Circular Economy, called España Circular 2030, has been
launched. España Circular 2030 establishes the bases to promote a new production and
consumption model in which the value of products, materials and resources are maintained
within the economy for as long as possible, with minimal waste and reusing as much as
possible the waste that cannot be avoided. This strategy contributes to Spain's efforts to achieve
a sustainable, decarbonized economy, which uses resources efficiently and is competitive. This
strategy will be materialized in successive triennial action plans.[4] This strategy will ask for all
stateholders to take part, consumers, companies and public administrations. LOOPLOOP is
likely to become the most competitive project according to the current objectives.
Furthermore, the city needs a safe and orderliness image to allure tourists, and build a
good reputation. Tourist activities are the main driver behind the Spanish economy, and the
number of SMEs in the sector is especially relevant. Tourism and its high surplus significantly
contributes to balance of payments, countering our trade deficit in 54.5 millions.[4]. LOOPLOOP
will help to reduce homeless people, Informal trash pickers and Informal immigrants, help to
increase the potential for the future growth, in light of its figures, of the robust industry.
4.4.4 Awareness raising and participation
Citizens are key and one of the most influencing factors for achieving circular economy. Having
awareness and consciousness about the impact of their decisions on the environment and how
their influence even if unconsciously is resulting in linear economy which impacts negatively
the world we are all living in. The mentality of waste separation at home is very important,
but still, people do it at different levels. For this reason, to make it simpler for citizens and
encourage them to use LOOPLOOP, they just need to place their valuable waste in the smart
container which will take care of the identification and separation part leveraging technology.
The bonus system which proved its effectiveness in various industries will also be a marketing
methodology for encouraging people to use LOOPLOOP. Also following the same objective of
raising awareness, LOOPLOOP mall will be hosting workshops and seminars held by experts
about redesign, reusing, recycling and how to leverage innovation and creativity.

5. Studies conducted
5.1 Stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement is an iterative process of actively soliciting the knowledge, experience,
judgment, and values of individuals selected to represent a broad range of direct interests
in a particular issue, for the dual purposes of creating a shared understanding and making
relevant, transparent and effective decisions[18]. Stakeholders map could help to understand
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Fig.6: Stakeholder Map
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the relationship between each component, find the vital key of the whole service chain, give
nutrition to the proposed solutions, widen solution maker's horizon and improve the solution.
According to the reasearch, there are several essential elements as showing in Fig.6.
There are four main influences on the income of informal trash pickers: Domestic Users, Green
Points, and Government. The category of household waste that domestic users abandoned
impact directly the quantity and quality of trash pickers' achievement. Where to abandon the
material ( Green Point or street ) influences the survival of trash pickers. The policy from
Government affect the informal trash picker's right, in 2013, there's the eviction of a factory
building/warehouse occupied on Puigcerdà Street in the barrio of Poblenou[19], the circumstance
of informal trash pickers was also threatened. The warehouses in Puigcerdá Street are where
they sell the material. The Green Points are the competitor with Informal trash pickers because
a lot of citizens are using green point service more or less.

5.2 Warehouses

According to the interview and investigation by following the trash pickers, the warehouse is
the destination where trash pickers sell the materials (Fig.7), most of their clients are from
Romania. After the warehouse collects those materials, they will sort and manage all those
salable materials which have been brought by the pickers, and will transfer to foundries, or
other factories and companies who need those materials that caused authorized places to lose
their clients because warehouses sell materials much cheaper than them.

Fig.5: Warehouses on Puigcerdà Street in the barrio of Poblenou
Fig.7: Warehouses on Puigcerdá Street in barrio of Poblenou

5.3 Green Point

The Green Point is the biggest competitor of informal trash pickers. By interviewing household
users, found out that most of Spanish citizens know the Green Point service but not oftenly
used as it's inconvenient due to the distance, some expats also know the service, but most
expats who work or study here don't know this service at all.
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The green point is an initiative created by the Barcelona City Council that allows the residents
of the city to get rid of all the waste that cannot be thrown into the containers on the street, as
their size or characteristics. The purpose of the green point is to improve the recycling process
and protecting the environment[20]. Domestic users could find them at Barcelona.cat or by
searching "Punto Verde" on Google map.
The service is totally free for Domestic users, there are people inside to help to sort the
materials, domestic users just need to bring the household waste and give it to the staff.
" In this green point generally between 50 and 60 people come here every day, there are other
points, some of them have more visitors, some of them have less, depends on the location
and size. It's opening and expanding more new points." a staff working in Punto verde de
Horta-Guinardó told me ( Fig.8 & Fig.9). " People come here to leave the things that could be
reexploited, things that pollute the environment, things that can not be abandoned in another
place, the service is free, we don't charge people neither pay people." " I think everyone knows
this service, it's been a long time, we made a lot of advertising, every neighborhood has green
point if people don't use it, not because they don't know."

Fig.6
Fig.8&&Fig.7:
Fig.9:Punto
Puntoverde
verdede
deHorta-Guinard
Horta-Guinardóó&&The
Thecategory
categoryof
ofrecycling
recycling
Green Points have various containers for different materials, cooking oil, batteries, CD, clothing,
electrical and electronic appliances, etc. After Green Point, the material will be sent to TERSA
which is an energy recovery public company, they provide solutions to manage environmental
services related to the circular economy, the recovery of municipal waste, the generation and
marketing of renewable energies, and the promotion of citizens' commitment to sustainability.

5.4 Domestic Users

Domestic users are the essential element in the whole service chain, their willingness will
determine directly the Project's success. There is 3 steps in the project to analyze Domestic
Users:
5.4.1. Sorting
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Barcelona is an international city, residents come from all over the world and with various
occupations, different cultures and different points of view that influence their behaviours. User
classification is to divide different users into different user groups according to their behavioral
characteristics and then formulate different product strategies to meet their differentiated needs.
5.4.2. Interview
As a typical qualitative data collection method, user interviews cannot be directly used to judge
the scale and strength of user needs, nor can they directly guide the design based on the ideas
of the interviewed users, but more to dig out the subjective factors of the users, such as the
behavior behind them. The reason, the cognition, experience, feelings of the project, confusion,
thoughts, expectations, etc.
In this project, according to the sorting criteria mentioned above, I have interviewed 37 users
with diverse cultures, occupations and age groups, tried to understand the willingness of
Domestic Users, in order to consummate the solution(Fig.10).

Fig.8:
users
Fig.10:Interview
Interviewto
to domestic
domestic users
5.4.3. Analysis
According to the interview, analyse what's the tendency of users as a evidence to verify and
supplement survey data. As a result, there's 70% ( Only represent data evidence that people has
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been interviewed ) of the interviewed users know and use the green point service, but they all
have the same problem that the Green points are far, big materials can't be taken there without
a car. 20% of users who use the green point service frequently, 80% of users who use the green
point service occasionally. 90% of the interviewee don't bother by informal trash pickers and
they would like to leave the material to them in stead of carry the materials to the green point
on their own, but there's 10% of interviewee express that will leave materials to the green point
not to informal trash pickers(Fig.11).
10%

Frequent user

won’t leave materials to
trash pickers

30%
don’t know
green point

Occassional user
70%

know green point
and use it.
(But Green points are far)

90%
would like to leave
materials
to
trash pickers

Fig.11:
Pie chart
users
datadata
Fig.9: Pie
chartofofdomestic
domestic
users

The main problem for domestic users not using Green point, first, is because the location is not
convenient, and the quantity of the waste is not worth to go to green points. Second, the size
of the materials, Domestic users are not willing to carry big materials to go to the greenpoint,
expecially when Domestic users don't have a vehicle. Domestic users don't have negative point
of view about informal trash pickers, most of citizens have tendency to help them by giving the
household waste to pickers.

5.5 Informal trash pickers

Chatarrero, spanish name of trash pickers, they are pulling a trolley scavenging for materials,
because of no papers, they can't find a formal job, that' why they have chosen to earn money
from trash containers.
5.5.1 The work of informal trash pickers
The work of the chatarreros in Barcelona is based on a group of activities that presents its own
clear division of functions: including the selection, separation, transportation, improvement
and selling of recyclable materials and re-usable objects. It is a global urban activity intimately
related to the logic of high consumption and waste production[19].
Some of them are doing this job for earning extra money (extra job), Some of them are doing
this job because of having financial difficulties. Based on survey, the materials they prefer is
metal, when they find large sized wastes, they will decompose into smaller parts that are easier
to transport. The work is all by luck, one day they might earn 100 euros, one day might be
nothing,[19] the unstable financial and life situation make them can't rest, they work every single
day by walking, trying to earn the meal for next day.
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“The only thing I will think about everyday is getting my trolley and seeking, the thing that I
can find and I can sell at the same day is making me continue living”[19]
5.5.2 The hazardous working environment
Trash bin where the most germs and sometimes parasites contained, some diseases caused
by germs: Trachoma, Hepatitis A, gastroenteritis, Murray Valley encephalitis, Hookworm,
threadworm[21], etc.
In Spain, there's no separated trash container for infected or hazardous waste, trash pickers are
not equipped with proper personal protective equipment while seeking for materials with half
of their body inside the trash container without a disinfection system, the job could cause big
health issues to them and also highlights the shortcoming of waste management(Fig.12).

Fig.12:A informal waste picker seeking for materials
5.5.3 Why Informal trash pickers exsist in Barcelona
Informal workers form an un-negligible part of the society, "Chatarreros" on one hand are
considered illegal due to not having official documents required for residency and being part of
the legal labour market, but on the other hand they have positive impact on the environment.
Citizens created a major opportunity for illegal immigrants by abandoning their household
materials which increased noticeably during Covid-19 pandemic. For this sector of Informal
waste pickers which is mainly undocumented immigrants, they found an opportunity in the
streets to start earning income even if it's unstable, on the other hand they had to give up basic
human standards such as hygienity, health, social integration and acceptance. This situation is
due to the missing link between them and the government, they can't be provided legal working
opportunities due to the limitations and different factors impacting the labour market, but at
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the same time the recognizable value and contribution they present for the environment and
workload reduction for the public system in terms of collection, sorting, reselling, recycling and
reusing.
5.5.3 Expert interview
Julián Porras Bulla is an expert in this topic, he
and his team have been researching informal
trash pickers for years and they have a research
about Informal waste pickers[19], and this time, I
had a chance to talk with him(Fig.13). By talking
with Julián, the working process of informal
waste pickers is more clear.
" Informal waste pickers are selecting, sorting and
organizing the materials, and then decide Where,
When and How to sell them," said Julián.
" They know which materials have more value,
like aluminum, copper, electronics, etc. They
Fig.13: Meeting with Julián Porras Bulla
sell the materials once a week. They sell the
materials to some brokers nearby Pobleneu,
some of them are informal too, which means they're not registered in local government. The
broker will take those materials to sell them to some formal companies that have permission to
manage the materials. "
The reason to work in an informal way for those workers is that they don't have papers to
get in the labour market, for the papers, first of all, they need "empadronamiento" to prove
that they live in Spain which they can't get because they don't have a legal place to live. And
empadronamiento is the key to apply for identity card after living in Spain for two years.

5.6 Needs statement

Needs statement could help outline what users need based on the research, focus better on
ideas that help achieve the user's goal. Needs statement help to focus on users, make sure the
solution is more user-centric. By asking "what does the user actually need" reframe the solution.
(Fig.14)
Domestic users need a way to easily leave and sort household waste when they have no time
to pass by Green Point, a way to exchange household materials or buy them in a cheaper way
to reduce the cost for the home. A professional organizer will lead Domestic Users to become
more ecological and achieve a circular economy to make the environment better.

Informal waste pickers need a way to work in a formal way and to live in a stable situation, a
way to have a stable income. They need a way to work in a safe environment where they don't
have to worry about diseases and medical treatment. They want to get into the labour market
to get an identity card.
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Fig.14: Needs statements

6. Adapted proposal
6.1 Related work

1) "Social factors influencing household waste separation: A literature review on good practices
to improve the recycling performance of urban areas". Doris Knickmeyer presents a greater
depth of understanding and illustrating the importance of the relevant social factors from cities
globally[22]. The paper focuses on the point of view that waste management is a global issue
demanding collaboration and cooperation. The main objectives guiding this research are:
(1)Determining the social factors influencing household waste separation behavior.
(2)Presenting recommendations and good practices from cities all over the world to improve
this behavior.
(3)Highlighting those factors with the potential to improve recycling in densely populated areas.
The author demonstrated how practices can improve the recycling performance of households,
like education and information programs, communication with residents, vouchers and
awarding system can be a more innovative incentive to boost the recycling behavior.[22]
2)“Recognizing waste use potential to achieve a circular economy”
, Stijn van Ewijk and Julia A.
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Stegemann analyzed the challenges for waste prevention and recovery in the EU by identifying
the main elements of the regulatory concept of waste, the relationship between them, and their
effect on waste and resource management practices.[23]
3) “Industry 4.0 based sustainable circular economy approach for smart waste management
system to achieve sustainable development goals". This research presented a case study
of Indonesia, where the authors have developed an assessment to measure the existing
performance of the waste management system, and a sustainable and smart waste management
system based on the maturity level of the current system.
The authors show that using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and
the Internet of Things (IoT) offer a new generation approach to improve the global waste
management system effectively and efficiently. Waste activity could be real-time tracked and
monitored to enable an efficient and effective waste management and to transform large and
complex waste characteristics to become valuable resource, materials, and energy[24]

6.2 Problem definition

Informal trash pickers are increasing in Barcelona, they have strong character and they're
everywhere. Low income, sordid working and living conditions, tough workers. They're
illegal immigrants, they're hardly been accepted by the society, they're working in a frowsy
environment without any personal protection and heath insurance. Some of them have families
and kids, some of them are alone living in the city, racial integration is hard and life is cruel
for them. Under this situation, more or less will inevitably increase the instability of the social
order, meanwhile, the image of the city getting worse.
Nowadays, circular economy and reverse logistics are the most common topic when it comes
to sustainable environment, the most important effect of achieving sustainable environment
is the citizen who have doubt when it comes to knowing whether an object can be reused,
for avoiding wrong decision, most of the materials have been abandoned in general trash
container, which caused more than 7 million tons of recyclable materials disposed in landfills
annually that translates to a cost of 125 million euros per year.[25] In Spain, 56.7% of waste is
dumped in landfills, only 43.3% of waste in Spain is recycled or reused, 8.7 points below the
average of the European Union.[26] On the other hand, our current 'take-use-abandon' linear
economy leading a significant impact on resources and ecosystems, high levels of waste and
greenhouse gas emissions that aggravate climate change, pollution of soils and water masses,
high rates of habitat and biodiversity loss. Waste and pollution aren't unavoidable accidents,
they're the direct result of the way we design things. In fact,80% of the environmental impact
of all products occurs at the design stage. [4]
Considering the issues presented above, and till now there's no Systematic solution for
achieving circular economy， LOOPLOOP provides a change to Informal trash pickers to live
a better life and work in a healthier environment that could reduce Informal trash pickers in
the street seeking materials in trash bins, and the pollution caused by messing up the trash.
Additionaly, LOOPLOOP will help the municipality to improve the image of the city, reduce
homeless and Informal workers. Furthermore, LOOPLOOP achieve an effective recycling
service by reducing the probability of making mistakes and anxiety of sorting recyclable
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resources when citizens recycle household waste, extend the life cycle of materials on the basis
of recycling as efficiently as possible. Aim to achieve a closed loop of a real circular economy
service system.

6.3 Current system limitation

" Each day we produce waste as a result of our daily activities: the remains of products that are no longer
useful to us and that we want to get rid of. Before throwing them away, you must make sure that you no
longer have any use for them. You must then put them in the right waste container to ensure they will be
recycled and reused in new products whenever possible."
Selective collection in Barcelona accounts

for almost 38% of all waste collected, at a cost to the city of €191
per household per year. If selective collection accounted for 60% of waste, this cost would drop to €163 per
household per year. The cost and collection of the refuse part is €206 per tonne, that of the organic part is
€124 per tonne, and the treatment of paper and glass costs around €45 tonne. [data from 2019]. Separating
waste reduces the total economic costs of waste management.--- <Household waste collection> Ajuntament
de Barcelona

Fig.15: Different type of resource trash bin
Fig.13: Different type of resource trash bin

The current waste collection methods cannot identify different types and characteristics of
materials. According to the above publication, citizens need to have solid knowledge of
recyclable materials and how to categorize them. As a consequence, some people fear having
mistakes and hence do not recycle. A study carried out and recently published by DS Smith, a
company specialized in sustainable packaging, reflects that the population perhaps needs more
information. Since it calculates that around 4 out of 10 spanish based people do not recycle
"out of fear of being wrong" which caused a big amount of resources waste. By the same token,
adding non-recycling materials to a recycling stream will deem it as "contaminated". Sorting
can remove these items before recycling, but this has to start with the consumer. If a volume
of non-recycled materials is found, then significant yields can be lost.
On the other hand, the location of green point service is not convenient for the citizen who
dosen't have a car and want to deliver big materials to green points, as a result, citizens choose
to leave the materials beside the trash bin, in this case, increased the number of Informal trash
pickers and the rough dismantling work in the street.
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6.4 Solution mindmap

A mind map is a visual representation that helps structure the information of the concept and
system, beyond the visualization, the mind map attempts to reflect the way the brain works
chaining information inputs[27]. The Solution mindmap shows the THREE main components of
the project and the relation with Domestic users and Informal trash picker users. ( Fig.16 )

Fig.16: Solution Mindmap

The Mall is the central service of this service chain. The Mall will provide jobs to the Informal
trash pickers as delivery to help them get empadronamiento to apply for public heath insurance.
After the materials are received in The Mall, the designers and engineers established in The
Mall will try to give the materials a second life and then resell them. The Mall will also provide
additional services and facilities beyond repairing that will be described in details in section 6.6.
The intelligent material container will receive materials from Domestic users and sort them
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by using Material Categorization and Object Detection technology. Material Pickers could
select materials from the container and deliver them to The Mall. Also, Domestic Users could
purchase materials from the container.
The App is an intermediator between Domestic users and Informal trash Pickers, Domestic
users post information of materials, Informal trash pickers receive notification and take the
materials through the App. The App also connects Domestic users with The Mall, The Mall
will send bonus depending on the value of materials that Domestic users provide and also the
information about redesigned products by using their materials.

6.5 The LOOP LOOP App

The App is a tool to connect The Mall, Domestic Users, and Informal Trash Pickers that could
enlarge the role of social value, facilitates the recycle process for Domestic Users and working
process for Material Pickers, expand the awareness of circular economy, also is a strategy to
retain profit (Fig.17).
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6.5.1 App for domestic users
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6.5.2 App for pickers
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6.6 The LOOP LOOP mall

The mall will be a Multifunctional Shopping Mall, a commercial complex with different aspects
based on a circular economy, with the aim of extending the life cycle of materials, reducing the
waste of resources. It's a one-stop-shop for sustainable products, focusing on everything from
reused household goods, as well as a restaurant, educational center, conference center, and an
exhibition.( Fig.18)

Fig.18: The function of The Mall
The mall will invite entrepreneurs and investors to set up shop for a circular economy by
providing redesigning, reusing, recycling, recovering, old for new, etc services. The Mall
provides materials to the shop for redesigning the product at a low price, investors trade the
products and provide recycle activities, etc in The Mall. The Mall will help businesses organize
public relations strategy and publicity.
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The Mall will have repair courses, repair coffeeshop, workshop, and exhibition for DU(
Domestic Users ) to learn repairing skills, make some friends and design their own products.
DU not only can buy the redesigned products but also could learn skills to reduce the waste,
extend the material life cycle. If DU has something want to sell, The Mall also held a flea
market event periodically for DU to sell.
Every material DU left in the LOOP LOOP container will become cash for purchasing in The
Mall. The materials are delivered to the mall Inspection Section where they will be checked and
validated that they are matching the sorting and description done automatically by the container.
Once the employee "inspector" validates, the DU payback will be confirmed. The objective of
this department is to act as an intermediary or transitional period, the inputs provided by the
inspectors will be used as improvement data for the machine learning algorithm of the container
to increase its maturity. Once qualitative assessments are performed achieving the desired
maturity level, where the materials information and classification provided by the container are
proven success and reliability, then this could be automated as well and there will be no need
for the double checking and inspection, the employees will be working only on the warehousing
activities. Also to highlight, that the work done in the inspection section during this transitional
period will be minimal compared to the full manual approach used nowadays, as the items
will be already sorted and classified and it will be more validation on the exceptional cases or
unidentified items. DU could purchase redesigned products, redesign courses, etc as well on
E-commerce of each store in The Mall.
The Mall will hire TP ( Trash Pickers ) to provide a chance to them to integrate into the society.
The Mall also provides staff dorm by a low price for applying " empadronamiento " for the
employee. After 2 years of living in Spain, TP could apply for NIE.
The primary goal of the Mall is to build a truely sustainable business model that includes
not only economic development but also environmental and energy saving and social ethnic
solidarity goal, the true business sustanability isn't about reducing negative effect but about
creating positive ones, it's about active contributions to the world sustainablility problems, shift
inside-out to outside-in thinking.
6.6.1 Business Model Canvas
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Government distribution

Social media channel

Influencers

DISTRIBUTION
CHANNEL

revenue, Facilities sales revenue, Sponsorship revenue, Advertising

Sales revenue, Store rental and management fee income, Events / exhibition

3. For the society
A better environment, a
sustainable society for later
generation

2. For the Domestic users
Provide a place to learn and
make friends, reduce the cost
on household equipment,
reduce the effort of sorting
household waste.

CUSTOMER
SEGMENT

1. For the Domestic users
1.For the illegal trash pickers
Personal trash assistant,
Man and women of all ages
eliminate recycle sorting effort. coming to Barcelona from
different backgrounds but
2. For the pickers
generally without papers.
Collaborating, win-win
Because of this they can
not access a regular job,
LOOPLOOP will provide
an opportunity to work in a
better environment and social
integration.

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

REVENUE STREAM

3.For the informal trash
pickers
Steady the income, improve
their working environment,
helps the social integration.

2. For the Municipality
Improve the city image for
tourists, organize illegal
workers, reduce the cost of
sorting, recycling.

1. For the society
Reduce resouce and energy
waste, reduce the emission
of greenhouse gases, improve
living environment, maintain
the value of materials, boost
economic growth.

VALUE
PROPOSITION

Construction cost, AI container cost, Employees cost, Publicity cost

COST STRUCTURE

3. Municipality:
Financially and work support
the initial development, reduce 1. Platform development
tax, etc. and facilitate the
department
container installation.
2. Information technology
team and factory
3. Land for construction
4. Innovation designer and
architect
5. Finance and controlling
team

KEY RESOURCES

1. Collaboration:
Collaboration agreement with
local governement to install
containers.
2. Hire pickers
3. Organize event
Organize off-line renovation
and recycle knowledge events
4. Platform&Data&AI center
development & management

1. Redesign vendors:
Redesign and renovation stores
established in The Mall support
the innovative redesign service,
generate ideas to motivate
users.

2. Informal trash picker:
Support the delivery service
with an accurate and kind
attitude, collect materials and
deliver to The Mall

KEY ACTIVITY

KEY PARTNER

6.6.2 The mall illustration
The Mall is designed as an infinity symbol, symbolizes infinite loop of materials and resources.
The active line of the mall is designed smoothly, avoiding noneffective loops and visiting blind
spots. The active line is connected to the entrance and exit. Avoid repeating routes.
One-stop mall, in addition to the innovation stores, The Mall has a repair coffee where will
be held workshop events, technique conference, users could join to have a coffee, meet
some friends and learn some skills, on the second floor of the repair coffee, designed an
amphitheater room to hold lectures and repair courses, etc. A terrace in the top floor where
it has half roof to make sure could have events when it's raining day. In the middle circle
of the infinity symbol have two gardens where people could rest, chat and enjoy the green
environment. At second floor of The Mall have restaurants with terrace where people could rest,
have a meal without leaving The Mall. On the left, designed a two floors renovation exhibiton
to inspire users.
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6.6.3 Platform for the management of the mall
Unlike Domestic Users and The pickers, The mall need a website to contribute and monitor
the whole operations of the entire organization. The platform acts a single point of entry for
the enterprise management, containing transactional and operational data that provides visibility
about the overall process from hiring and resource management to the stores operations
review, financial flow information, consolidated performance information, activities and events
management. The platform uses Business Analytics tools to present Key Performance Indicators
"KPI", multi-level reports and charts in a visual way. Having the right visibility is not only
important for tracking the current operations, but it's a key for decission making.
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6.7 LOOP LOOP container

It's an artificial intelligent container with high-tech cameras that can capture high-definition
photos. When DU places the item, first step is to determine the type of materials and weight
using Material categorization techniques. This combined with Object detection algorithm to
identify the object class will be used in the formula for valuation and customers payback. This
as well will be used to provide info to the mall shop owners about what's currently available
in the container. Artificial intelligence patent algorithm can recommend a disposal channel for
each product that can maximize its value. The channels include inventory, redesign, refurbish,
discounted clearance sale, sale as a second-hand product, recycling, and donation, etc.
A display screen shows the process during recycling, choose the type of materials, the
estimation will show how much the materials worth depends on the weight, the type, and the
condition.
A cabinet container for avoiding secondary damage of materials with an automatic door that will
open an appropriate cabinet depending on the material that DU want to leave after DU scan
the bar code and choose the general category of materials. After DU leave the material, the
container will scan the materials, take pictures, disinfect and post on the App for DU and TP to
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take it. For DU who wants the material, just pay a little amount of money for equipment wear
and tear. For TP who picks up the material, needs to make a reservation on the App before
he comes to pick up, after the reservation, pickers could scan the code, enter the working ID
for recording performance, choose the materials that he wants and take to The Mall which
complete reverse logistics process( Fig.19).

Fig.19: The function of the container
6.7.1 Technology: Material Categorization & Object Detection
1) Material Categorization[28]
A time-of-flight "ToF" range camera to be employed to analyze the characteristics of different
materials (e.g., wood, metal, plastic, glass, fabric, and so on). Starting from the information
returned by the depth sensor, different features of interest are extracted using transforms (FFT).
Such features have been used to build a training and a validation set useful to feed a classifier
(J48) able to accomplish the material recognition step.
Below will mention some key aspects regarding the methodology employed for material
recognition.
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a powerful tool for pattern recognition. It is commonly
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employed to extract invariant features because of its important properties. Several working
conditions have to be taken into account. For instance, the shutter value (or exposure time), the
position (or distance), and the angle (or heading) of panels with respect to the sensor have been
varied.
Material recognition is achieved by exploiting a decision tree as a model of classification. In
brief, a decision tree is a predictive machine-learning model able to provide an output value by
evaluating numerous attribute values of the available data. It can be considered a tree like graph
that has nodes and branches. Specifically, the internal nodes denote the different attributes,
whereas the branches between nodes specify the possible values these attributes can have.
Finally, the terminal nodes identify the final value or the classification output of the dependent
variable.
The open source software Weka is a collection of machine-learning algorithms, for fulfilling
material recognition. J48 classifier, a high-performance algorithm suitable for large datasets
supplies an easy interpretation model. Although other classifiers (e.g. Random Forest "RF")
provide comparable predictive accuracies with respect to J48, they require higher computational
processing which will implicate higher cost.
2) Object Detection:
Image classification involves predicting the class of one object in an image. Object localization
refers to identifying the location of one or more objects in an image and drawing a bounding
box around their extent. Object detection combines these two tasks and localizes and classifies
one or more objects in an image. Top performing deep learning models include R-CNN, Fast
R-CNN, SSD, YOLO.[29]
You Only Look Once (YOLO) is a one-step process for object detection. It is also a neural
network model that requires just one pass of an image through its network to conduct object
detection. An obvious benefit is that YOLO proposes greater efficiency when compared to
RCNNs, achieving object detection almost in real time.
Prior detection systems repurpose classifiers or localizers to perform detection. They apply
the model to an image at multiple locations and scales. High scoring regions of the image are
considered detections.[30]
YOLO uses a different approach. It applies a
single neural network to the full image. This
network divides the image into regions and
predicts bounding boxes and probabilities
for each region. These bounding boxes are
weighted by the predicted probabilities.[29]
YOLO works by overlaying grids on an image,
where each cell within the grid plays two
roles:
1. Each cell predicts bounding boxes, and
a confidence value is assigned to each
Fig.20: The function of YOLO
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bounding box. The confidence value is a
representation of the probability that the
content of the grid contains an object.
Therefore, the low confidence value is
assigned to areas of the image without any
objects.
2. Each cell also produces a classification
probability result. The classification
probability represents the chance that if a
grid contains an object, the object is likely
to be the class with the highest probability.
In a study "Integration of CNN into a
Robotic Architecture to build Semantic
Maps of Indoor Environments", written
by D. Chaves, J.R. Ruiz-Sarmiento, N.
Petkov and J. Gonzalez-Jimenez presented
a robotic architecture for building semantic
maps of indoor environments using
YOLOv3 CNN to detect objects in intensity
images from a camera, as result the CNN
is clear showing the objects.

Fig.21: Detected objects by YOLOv3

6.7.2 Illustration of the container
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6.8 LOGO
The logo put infinity sign inside the words, the moral is infinite life cycle of the materials. The
diversity of possibility of household resources could change the environment and the mindset of
users. Loop the cycle of materials life, achieve a circular economy.
The colors are purple and blue symbolize the mysterious recycling land that could create a lot
of surprise and pleasure. Depends on the back ground color, the logo could be used as white
version on a color background.

Loop the Diversity

7. Conclusion
This study aims to design a circular economy system with three main conponents by helping
informal trash pickers in Barcelona: The Mall, Intelligent Container and An App. The
project presents a closed-loop service to achieve circular economy effectively and raise user's
awareness about how big damage of“ consume-use- abandon” linear economy mindset
for the environment. The project initially provides a service cooperation with illegal workers
and immigrants to eliminate waste at the source, meanwhile to improve their poor working
environment.
Informal trash pickers as a group that cannot be ignored in Barcelona work as a collector
of valuable materials, they work in a hazard environment without any hygienic equipment.
Due to commodity value problem they prefer to collect metals, as a result, they disassemble
refrigerator, microwave, etc. everywhere in the city, citizens detour from them to avoid possible
harm. Most of the informal trash pickers are illegal immigration, they can't find a formal job
because they don't have residential card. The project wants to help them to have a better
working environment by hiring them and to be productive part of the process.
Nowadays reverse logistics and circular economy are constantly mentioned as a solution to
achieve sustainable future. The maximization and optimal allocation of resource utility is the
standard that the research of circular economy must be firmly adhered to. This thesis researched
how to use Machine learning and technology to reduce the manual sorting which will help both
the domestic users and the trash pickers, how to engage the domestic users and raise awareness
through initiatives within the Mall, how to connect the main parties of the loop through the
App, monitoring progress through the Mall Website "Platform", build a service that's not only to
recycle, but also design an infinitive circular life cycle and maximize the life cycle of materials.
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